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Fast Facts:

Key Y Soft Leadership:











Founded in 2000; privately founded
Operating globally; 16 offices in 10 countries
14,000+ customers in 120 countries
Acquired be3D (3D printers) in 2014
Established Y Soft Ventures in 2014
Established YSoft Labs in 2016





Vacláv Muchna – CEO, Co-founder, Chairman of the
Board
Martin Zikmund – CFO, Vice Chairman of the Board
Martin de Martini – Senior VP, Transition Management,
Co-founder
Ondřej Krajíček – Chief Technology Officer, Board
Member

Y Soft was founded in the city of Brno, Czech Republic in 2000. At a time when no entrepreneurial incubators existed in
the Czech Republic, a couple of students – today we would call them a “startup” – created a company with the vision of
developing into a truly global Czech company. By 2003, YSoft SafeQ emerged as a product with the potential to fulfill the
vision of a successful, global IT company that helps companies Build Smart Business. Today, Y Soft employs more than
300 people, 260 of whom are based in the Czech Republic and 42% are in R & D.

Product and Services Portfolio
Today’s organizations are looking for ways to work smarter when implementing enterprise office solutions. Organizations
need a platform to integrate multiple office solutions. The platform approach also gives Y Soft the flexibility to offer new
innovative products and services all while staying true to our mission to Build Smart Business.
YSoft SafeQ Platform
YSoft SafeQ is a workflow solutions platform designed to meet the growing needs of organizations looking to manage and
reduce print service costs efficiently across 2D and 3D printer fleets, to create more efficient, digital workflows and to
increase document security.
YSoft be3D eDee – for Educational Institutions
As a unique learning and student motivational tool, 3D printers are experiencing high growth in education. As they
become connected to campus-wide networks, the need to manage costs and establish efficient workflows is solved by
eDee, the first fully-featured 3D printer integrated with print management and an accounting system.

Y Soft Ventures
Y Soft Ventures is the venture capital arm of Y Soft Corporation. Based on a “Genuinely Smart Money” approach, the
group looks to invest in innovative startups whose promising products or services combine software and hardware to
deliver solutions with far-reaching potential. In addition to funding, Y Soft Ventures is able to use its resources in
manufacturing, global distribution, marketing and logistics to increase the speed of success.

YSoft Labs
YSoft Labs is a technical innovation center where new ideas are developed to shape our future. With the freedom to
explore novel areas for business growth, YSoft Labs attracts the brightest minds to develop new products and services
and to anticipate the needs of our customers and partners. Whether it is exploring opportunities in the cloud, robotics, the
Internet of Things or business management processes, YSoft Labs is an internal playground where our R & D and other
development teams can experiment and flex their creativity.

